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5th grade

Kindergarten - 3rd grade

in the Library

*RL.2; RL.4; RL.7; RL.9; RI.4; RI.6; RI.7; RI.9;  L.4; W.6; W.7; W.8
 Danielson Framework for Librarians - 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 2a, 2b, 2e, 3a, 3c, 3d, 3e, 4d, 4e, 4f

This month, we looked at both fiction
and nonfiction books on refugees and
sharks. We learned how sharks are
NOT the mindless killers shown on
things like "Shark Week". We even
watched a video with a shark
conservationist petting Tiger Sharks
(who came back repeatedly for the
affection).
 
We finished off with a couple
of great books on breakfast
foods! Yummy!

4th graders talked
about how to create
strong passwords and
what should/should not
be shared online...

They were also
introduced to Job Carr
- the founder of
Tacoma. We discussed
"Why do we even care?
Why is he important?"
and they had some very
interesting answers!

4th grade

5th grade students
discussed
Cyberbullying and
Spam emails - analyzing
some of the spam
emails that I had
received that morning.
They caught some
things that I missed!
Way to go! We also started our

discussion of the 13
colonies by watching
John Branyan's
retelling of "The
Three Little Pigs" (in
Shakespearean
English)!

6th grade
This month, we looked at
how to be a good "digital
citizen" and how the
advertising industry edits
and selects pictures for ads,
magazines, and more to
accomplish their goals. We
talked about how those
pictures might not actually
be as they seem.

We also looked at
the techniques used
in movie trailers,
using the 2 movies
at the right. We saw
the original, then a
trailer for each that
changed it into a
horror movie with
simple techniques!
It was eye-opening!

Number of Books checked in

January 9-11 (3 days) January 14-18 (5 days)

January 22-25 (4 days) January 28-February 1 (5 days)
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...and you, Ms.
Rose and Ms.

Terry? What have
you been up to?


